
                                  Creekwood Colts Care!  

Starting October 24, Creekwood Middle School will be hosting a donation drive to collect 

unopened canned or bagged pet food, preferably for dogs or cats, in collaboration with 

University of Houston’s Cougar Paws for the Cause and the aniMeals on Wheels charity. 

Donations will greatly benefit an often overlooked program:  AniMeals on Wheels.  AniMeals 

began as an offshoot of the Houston-based Meals on Wheels, a charity program operated by 

Interfaith Ministries for Greater Houston.  Meals on Wheels delivers nutritious food to elderly 

and disabled community members who are unable to leave their homes. 

Meals on Wheels’ volunteers realized that their meal recipients were all too often dedicated 

pet owners who were sacrificing part of their own meals to ensure that their beloved pets 

wouldn’t go hungry. Thus, AniMeals on Wheels was formed to keep the faithful companions of 

these vulnerable people well-fed with home delivery of pet food on a monthly basis. 

Please drop off any unopened canned or bagged pet food to donation boxes in any CMS 

science classroom.  Also, any pet store gift card contributions will be used to make pet food 

purchases for aniMeals on Wheels. 

Thanks for your help! 

Video link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SV1HhotFWfs  or search youtube for Meet Biscuit the Cat. 

Professor Philip (Mike) Emery of University of Houston started Cougar Paws for the Cause as part of his 

teaching initiatives for COMM 3369, an undergraduate course in Public Relations Writing. Under the Cougar 

Paws for the Cause umbrella, multiple student teams within the course form each semester both to test out 

their newfound expertise and to lend those skills to a real world charity: AniMeals on Wheels. If you have 

further questions about the project, feel free to contact project group leader Laura De La Cruz at 

ladelacruz@uh.edu or Professor Mike Emery directly at: emeryp@uhd.edu. 

 

 


